OCP2 Case to Counter Roll Wrap
OCP2-C2C-G
The OCP2 case is a general purpose transit case with built-in wheels, a sturdy
handle, and secure locks this piece makes a great general purpose transit case. The
roll wrap is available in fabric or graphic and has a polymer counter surface.

features and benefits:
- Easy to store and transport
- Quick and easy to assemble
- Converts OCP2 to counter

- Polymer counter surface exposed
- One year graphic limited warranty

dimensions:
Hardware

Graphic

Assembled unit:
26”l x 17.25”w x 39.5”h
660.4mm(l) x 438.15mm(w) x 1003.3mm(h)

Total visual area:
77.5”w x 31.8125”h
1968.5mm(w) x 808mm(h)

Shipping

Front visible area:
20”w x 31.8125”h
508mm(w) x 808mm(h)

Shipping dimensions: (entire kit)
26”l x 17.25”w x 39.5”h
660.4mm(l) x 438.15mm(w) x 1003.3mm(h)
Approximate shipping weight: (entire kit)
35 lbs. / 15.9 kg
Shipping dimensions: (graphic only)
36”l x 16”w x 16”h
914.4mm(l) x 406.4mm(w) x 406.4mm(h)
Approximate shipping weight: (graphic only)
10 lbs. / 4.5 kg

additional information:
Graphic material:
22mil Opaque PVC, POF 1, or Foss Carpet
Fabric (made from recycled materials)

We are continually improving and modifying our product range and reserve the right to vary the specifications without prior
notice. All dimensions and weights quoted are approximate and we accept no responsibility for variance. E&OE. See Graphic
Templates for graphic bleed specifications.
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Side visual area:
12”w x 31.8125”h
304.8mm(w) x 808mm(h)
Refer to related graphic templates for
more information

Case Conversion Assembly

Release the 4 locks on
the sides of case

1

Remove the counter top
from underside of case lid

2

→
Wrap Case-To-Counter panel
tightly around case. Secure
panel with vertical velcro strip.5
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Place lid back onto case and
3
lock all four locks

Place counter top onto case
lid, shiny side down. Secure
counter top with Velcro
strips on corners.
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